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Day of the locust themes

This study guide consists of approximately 66 pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analysis, topics and more – everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of Locust Day. This section contains 900 words (about 3 pages to 400 words per page) The subject of illusion forms the basis for
much of what happens in the novel. West includes unreal and illusory images throughout the novel to indicate that what sustains Hollywood's functioning are fantasies and dreams. Like the movie sets That Tod designs and often have to go through when he's in the studio, life in Hollywood in the 1930s is
one-dimensional and weak. Nothing seems to be indigenous in Hollywood; Like most people who live in Hollywood and the architecture of the buildings in which they live, almost everything is borrowed or brought from another place. The houses are designed to look like Irish cottages, Spanish villas or
southern plantations. Characters are often imagined as someone different than they really are; For example, Claude Estee walks and talks like he's a potbellied Confederate general, even though he dried up a little man with... (read more) This section contains 900 words (about 3 pages per 400 words per
page) Copyright Locust Day from Gale. © 2005-2006 Thomson Gale, part of Thomson Corporation. All rights reserved. Nathanael West's 1939 novel for a film based on the book, See Locust Day (2005). Day locust 1939 first edition coverAuthorNathanael WestCountryUnited
StatesLanguageEnglishPublisherRandom HousePublication dateMay 16, 1939Media typePrint (hardback &amp; paperback)Pages238 ppISBN978-0-451-52348-8OCLC22865781 Locust Day is a 1939 novel by American author Nathanel West. The novel follows a young artist from the Yale School of Fine
Arts, Tod Hackett, who was hired by a Hollywood studio to do stage and painting. As he works, he plans an important painting called The Burning of Los Angeles, a depiction of the chaotic and fiery Holocaust that will destroy the city. While the cast of characters to whom Tod befriends a conglomerate of
Hollywood stereotypes, his larger discovery is part of a society whose eyes are filled with hate and have come to California to die. [1] This stream of society captures the desperation of Americans who have worked and saved their entire lives only to realize too late that the American dream is more elusive
than they imagine. Their anger boils down to anger, and the may-go-by for hollywood's newest prime minister violently erupts into mafia rule and absolute chaos. In his introduction to Locust Day, Richard Gehman writes that the novel was more ambitious than West's previous novel, Ms. Lonelyhearts, and
showed significant progress in West's thinking and approach to maturity as a writer. [2] the novel is called episodic in structure, but panoramic form. [2] Characters Main Characters Tod Hackett – an Ivy League-trained artist who comes to California to find inspiration for his painting and experiences a
violent re-vision of the painting in an almost literal moment of sinking or swimming that almost claims his life during a mafia scene outside mr. Kahna's pleasure dome. Tod was hired by the film studio to paint and decorate the sets. Homer Simpson - A former accountant at an Iowa hotel who comes to
California on the recommendation of his doctor to restore his health. Soft manners, sexually repressed and socially ill, Homer's almost constant inner turmoil is expressed through his enormous hands, which have an uncontrollable and detached nature for them. Faye Greener - A Rising Hollywood actress
who realizes she has a face and body for Hollywood but can't admit she lacks significant talent and struggles to compete for even more roles. Secondary characters Abe Kusich – adult dwarf bookmaker /maher and friend faye and Harry Greener. Claude Estee – a successful but very cynical screenwriter.
Earle Shoop - a fake California cowboy who earns a meagre salary working in a Western clothing and novel ty bee. He's camping in the hills above Los Angeles. Earle and Faye are having sex. Miguel – Mexican American playing an Indigenous Indian, and Earle's shop assistant. Miguel enjoys a cockfight.
Faye sleeps with Miguel to make Earle jealous. Ms. Jenning – runs an escort service and a pornographic film salon. Harry Greener - Faye's father, a third-time leader from the East who is chronically ill. When he can't get a performance gig he peddles homemade silver varnish, but it's more an opportunity
to do his schtick than provide meaningful income. Adore Loomis - a premature child actor who teases Homer until he snaps. Homer's death-row eruption coincides with an eruption of mob violence outside the blockbuster movie premiere. West's characters are deliberately shallow, stereotypical and stem
from all the genre films of the B-grade of the period (Simon, 523). [3] They are what the Light calls grotesque. Tod Hackett's name is a derivative of the German word for death, and his last name refers to a common epithet for Hollywood screenwriters and artists, who have been pejoratively called
hackers. [5] In the first chapter of the novel, the narrative voice announces: Yes, despite his appearance, Tod was indeed a very complicated young man with a whole range of personalities, one inside the other like a nest of Chinese boxes. [6] Tod Hackett's plot summary is the protagonist of the novel.



He's moving from the East Coast to Hollywood, California, looking for inspiration for his next picture. The novel was set in the 1930s during the Great Depression. Most characters exist in Hollywood's film industry, but Hollywood is just the backdrop for the discovery of Tod Hackett. Tod was employed in a
Hollywood studio to learn stage and costume design. [6] During his free time, Tod sketches scenes he observes on large production sets and studio plots. The novel details Tod's observation of filming the Battle of Waterloo. His goal is to find inspiration for the painting he's about to begin with, a work
called Burning Los Angeles. Tod falls in love with Faye Greener, a rising starlet who lives nearby, but Faye only likes men who look good or have wealth. Tod is simply the kind of man of good heart faye loves. [7] He imagines that love for her could be compared to jumping from a skyscraper and
screaming to the ground. Tod wants to throw himself [at her], no matter what the cost. [8] Throughout the novel, Tod fantasizes about a sexual encounter with Faye as an act of rape. Every time he imagines raping her, reality interrupts his fantasy before the act ends. Scenes are interrupted before the
climax often throughout the novel. The patron jokes that it's an old teaser routine, when watching a movie in Ms. Jenning's salon ends unexpectedly because of technical difficulties. Between working in the studio and meeting Faye's friends, Tod communicates with a number of Hollywood gallows.
Characters like Abe Kusch, a dwarf; Claude Estee, successful screenwriter; and Earle Shoop, the fake California cowboy, who all have trouble changing their personas of the characters they play into who they are. As a result, there's a clear sense of acting spilling beyond the confines of Hollywood
studios, onto the streets of Los Angeles. Shortly after moving into a neighborhood in the valley, Tod befriended Homer Simpson, a simple Bookkeeper from Iowa who moved to California for health reasons. Homer Simpson's undecided hands operate independently of his body, and their movements are
often mechanical. [10] They demanded special attention, they always demanded it. [11] When Homer tries to escape From California, he is distracted not only by the crowd, but also by his inability to leave the street despite Tod's help and persistent encouragement. Young neighbor Adore Loomis finds
Homer and tortures him until Homer comes down on the boy. There was a climactic revolt of the novel and the chaos over the latest Hollywood premiere became violent in front of Mr. Khan's pleasure dome. Tod vividly revises Los Angeles' burning in his mind as he is pushed into waves of rebellion. The
final scene takes place, without interruption. The novel's conclusion can be read as a moment of enlightenment and mental clarity for the artist, or a complete mental breakdown and Tod's inclusion in the mechanized, modern world of Los Angeles. [12] Themes Characters are outversions, who come to
Hollywood to fulfill a dream or desire: The importance of desire in West's work was first noted by W. H. Auden, who (in one of the interludes in Dyer's hand) declared that West's novels are essentially a parable of the Kingdom of Hell whose ruler is not so much the Father of Lies as the Father desires. [13]
In this regard, James Light, in his book Violence, Dreams and Dostoyevsky: The Art of Nathanael West, suggests that Locust Day falls with a motif in West's fiction; exposing hopes in modern American culture as a hoax. [14] As some critics point out, West's novel was a radical challenge to modernist
literature. Some modernists have set themselves up in opposition to mass culture; West portrays it and makes it an integral part of the novel. [15] West's use of grotesque imagery and situation establishes the novel as a work of Juvenalian satire. His critique of Hollywood and the mentality of the masses
portrays an America sick from vanity and a port of malignant sense of perversity. Biblical allusions The original title of the novel was Deceived. [16] The title of West's work may be a biblical allusion to the Old Testament. Susan Sanderson writes: The most famous literary or historical reference to locusts is
found in the Book of Exodus in the Bible, in which God sends the plague of locusts to Pharaoh Egypt in retribution for refusing to free enslaved Jews. Millions of locusts swarm over egypt's lush fields, destroying its food supplies. Destructive locusts also appear in the New Testament in the symbolic and
apocalyptic book of Revelation. West's use of locusts in his title evoks images of destruction and a land stripped away from anything green and alive. The novel is filled with images of destruction: a picture of Tod Hackett entitled Burning Los Angeles, his violent fantasies about Faye and the bloody result
of a cockfight. A careful examination of West's characters and his selective use of natural images, which include depictions of violence and impotence - and which are therefore contrary to popular images linking nature and fertility - reveals that the locust is in the title Tod. [17] Symbols and metaphors
Roman opens with protagonist Todd Hackett sketching studio scenes from a major Hollywood production. In the scene, a short fat man barks orders over a megaphone to actors playing the role of Napoleon's elite cavalry at the Battle of Waterloo. Waterloo marked the beginning of the end for Napoleon.
The chaos of this scene hints at the beginning of the end for middle-class Americans in the novel and the violence that follows. James F. Light suggests that West's use of mob violence in the novel is an expression of anxiety over the rise of fascism in Europe. Light compares the anguish in the novel to the
personal anguish of the Jews, like Nathan Al-West, as marginalized individuals living in America. The vision of art by artist Tod Hackett, an painting called Burning Los Angeles, turns into a nightmare of terror. It depicts angry citizens destroying Los Angeles and spreading, uncontrollably, the American
landscape. In the 1930s, theorists, politicians and military leaders feared that large crowds or mass formations would bring unpredictable and dangerous results. [19] The admissions novelists of his time praised Nathan Al's writing, but the notoriety and critical recognition for his works lagged behind his
peers in terms of readers and book sales. Locust Day sold only about 1,480 copies after its first release. [2] Critics began finding Locust Day within the canon in the 1950s, more than a decade after a fatal car accident claimed the author's life. In 1998, the Modern Library ranked Locust Day seventy-third
on its list of the 100 best English-language novels of 20. Time magazine included the novel on its list of 100 best Novels in the English language since 1923. [20] Renowned critic Harold Bloom included it on his list of canon works in the Book of Western Canon. The novel was adapted into the critically
acclaimed film Locust Day (1975), directed by John Schlesinger. Adaptations of Locust Day were published by Paramount Pictures in 1975. The film was directed by John Schlesinger and starred William Atherton as Tod Hackett, Donald Sutherland as Homer Simpson, Burgess Meredith as Harry Greener
and Karen Black as Faye Greener. In popular culture, Bob Dylan recorded the song Day of the Locusts for his 1970 album New Morning. The audio documentary Pop Chronicles from the 1970s includes an excerpt that was dramatically read by Thom Beck in the show 44, Revolt of the Fat Angel: Some
Patterns of Sound in Los Angeles. [21] The 1982 song Call of the West was assumed to be the creator of The Simpsons (1989) Matt Groening named his most famous character, Homer Simpson, after his own father, but in several interviews given in 1990, Groening allegedly stated that he named the
character after Homer in this novel, although no explanation was considered definitive. [23] In an episode of the first season of What I Like About You, Holly lies and says she needs to check out Locust Day from the library. Later, her sister Valerie presses: You lied about Locust Day!? The novel is
mentioned in comic book series Y: The Last Man (2002–2008), whose main character describes it as the greatest novel of all time. [24] The song Peeled Apples from the Journal for Plague Lovers album by The Manic Street Preachers includes a sentence that refers to one of the novel's characters: a
dwarf takes his to a cockfight. The British theatre company Punchdrun's 2013 performance work The Drowned Man borrows heavily from Locust Day, incorporating several characters and themes of the novel into a comprehensive narrative. In Andy Duncan and Ellen Klages's 2013 novel Wakulla Springs,
set in rural Florida in the 1940s and 50s, one of the main characters is seen reading Locust Day. In February 2015, BBC Radio 3 aired a 45-minute programme dedicated to Locust Day, heralding it as a great twentieth-century classic. The show's host, historian Adam Smith, brought down the novel's roots
in the political situation of the time. The novel's message contrasted with the lives of Ronald Reagan, who would become governor of California, and Richard Nixon, who had already shaped his skills in 'sending the people's hatred of them'. [25] Aimee Mann's song Patient Zero, from her 2017 album
Mental Illness, is the story of broken dreams in Hollywood, and the novel refers to the line the locusts had their day. Reference Quotes ^ West, Nathanael (1939. Locust Day. Cutchogue, NY: Buccaneer. P. 3. ISBN 0-89966-302-8. ^ a b c West, Nathanael (1939). Locust Day. Cutchogue, NY: Buccaneer.
Pp. xix, xxi, xi. ISBN 0-89966-302-8. ^ Simon, Richard Keller (1993). Between Capra and Adorn: West's Locust Day and 1930s movies. Modern language Quarterly 54 (4): pg. 524 ^ Light, ... The ravages of locusts ^ quote required ^ a b West, Nathanael (1939 Locust Day. Cutchogue, NY: Buccaneer. P.
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